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Abstract. (150 words) The notion of citizen driven development of public eservices has been vivid for a number of years in eGovernment research, practice
and policies. A variety of expectations are coupled with the idea of citizens
participating in the development process; ranging from, roughly outlined, more
efficient services (economic gain and customer satisfaction) and enhanced
democracy (deliberation and empowerment). There are less conceptual analyses
resting on a critical stance analysing how this notion is translated in practical
settings, leaving a gap in between for practitioners to solve. This paper presents
explorative work made in a Swedish authority, setting out to understand their
structure, and the available methods used, in relation to the concept. The results
show that besides difficulties in creating systematic work processes, what
surfaces is the complex task of estimation.
Keywords: eParticipation, citizen driven, participation, development, public eservices, analysis of concepts, estimation.

1 Introduction
The European eGovernment Action Plan 2011-2015 [1] stress, as several earlier
documents have, the imperative of “involving users actively in design and production
of eGovernment services” [1 p.7]. Throughout the document the notion of
participation is repeated over and over again in different shapes: involvement,
empowerment, collaboration, flexible and personalized, user satisfaction etc. From
reasoning it is understood that participation is perceived as fundamental. Descriptions
of why and how is though not that present, besides the statement early in the
document saying that; “the majority of EU citizens are reluctant to use them [the
public e-services]” [1 p. 3] generating a strong need to “move towards a more open
model of design, production and delivery of online services, taking advantage of the
possibility offered by collaboration between citizens, entrepreneurs and civil society”
[1 p. 3]. So, the logic being that the citizens would use the e-services if they could be
part of their creation, why so is not elaborated upon. The underlying reason for the

existence of e-services at all is though that they can “help the public sector develop
innovative ways of delivering its services to citizens while unleashing efficiencies and
driving down costs” [1 p.3]. The relation between these two statements and their
interdependent logic, citizens would use the e-services if part of their creation and eservices would enhance service delivery and drive down costs, is however not further
problematised. Thus, their intersection is highly interesting and stress other questions
such as; resistance among administrative personnel in fear of losing their
employment, or resistance by citizens for carrying out the administrative work of the
government employees already paid for in terms of taxes, or, where the added service
value appears if you perform the administration yourself [2].
The notion in itself, of citizen driven development (which will be the wording used
in this paper), is though existing in many contexts; in policies, in research and in
practice. For example in public administration and political science as „new
governance‟ and „citizen participation‟ addressing issues of quasi-legislative and
quasi-judicial governance processes as deliberative democracy, e-democracy, public
conversations, participatory budgeting, citizen juries, study circles, collaborative
policy making etc. in order to permit citizen and other stakeholders to actively
participate in the work of government [3]. Some more related to input on how to
improve the quality in administrative work whereas some refer to facilitating active
political involvement of the citizenry (different themes of so called deepening
democracy) [4, 5]. In the IS community as „eParticipation‟ with concerns such as;
how to accumulate needs and preference, how to ensure cohesion across processes
and how to select tools and methods, how to secure interactivity and scalability and
how to evaluate impact [6]. Generally resting on a focus on liberal collaborative
forms of participation which could rather be defined as some form of consultation
than a more direct form of democracy [7, 8].
In this paper the focus is thus directed more closely on how the notion of citizen
driven development then could be performed, that is, not why citizens should
participate but how, and how their participation could be taken care of in government.
If citizen participation is an imperative from the European Commission it ought to be
translated and enacted on a national level throughout public sector [9]. The point of
departure for the analysis at hand is therefore that of a critical analysis of concepts i.e.
to understand how the notion is „done‟ one need to understand how it is translated in
the specific context. The final aim being that of by doing so, contribute to the gap in
between policy visions and practical undertakings by and large for practitioners to
solve. This paper presents explorative work made in a Swedish authority setting out to
understand their systematic, and the available methods used, in relation to the notion
of citizen driven development of public e-services. As a background the idea of
„participation‟ is put forward from two perspectives (as a design issue and as a
political agenda). Thereafter the critical analysis of concepts as a methodology is
explained, the case is described and the results are shown. Finally, in the conclusion
the main findings are reflected upon in relation to the background setting.
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2 Participation as a Design Issue
Since the focus in this paper is on performance, how citizen driven development of
public e-services is actually put into practice, the design perspective is imperative in
order to understand the actual processes. It should thus be noted that in design
practices related to the design of information systems (here used as equivalent to eservices) the „participating user (here used as equivalent to citizen)‟ holds an almost
indisputable position. Already in 1984 Ives & Olson [10] made a literature review
touching upon user involvement and indicators of system success, and since then
many others have followed; Kappelman & McLean [11]; Hartwick & Barki [12];
Iivari & Igbaria, [13], among others. In these studies it has for long been claimed that
the involvement of appropriate and representative users is critical to the success of a
system.
Overall, there has developed several different aspects of the basic notion of a
participating user; user participation, prototyping, participatory design (PD), computer
supported cooperative work (CSCW), usability engineering , and user-centered
design. Sanders and Stappers [14] have, from a design perspective, illustrated the
great variety in the landscape of participatory design as ranging from seeing the user
as a subject to the user as partner and the process led by design or led by research (se
figure 1 below):

Fig. 1. The current landscape of human-centered design research as practiced in the design and
development of products and services.

These are all different ways of involving the user in some way, and to some extent
and they offer a wide range of techniques on how to do so. Even though they differ
with regards to who should be involved, when, and in what role [14]. Thus, taken
together they all share the assumption that it is crucial that the voices of the users-tobe are present in the design process. The reasons behind this might vary from

democratic reasons, such as work place democracy or counteracting discrimination, to
purely economic reasons (i.e. it is necessary to be able to develop a product that will
meet a market), and it is notable that there are several differences between them
concerning how this should be done and why.
In recent years, another complexity in the notion of a participating user in the
design process is however added, the dispersed and unknown users, for example in
relation to the shift towards the citizen as user of public e-services. Traditionally,
most user-focused studies [15] concentrated on the organizational individual since
from the beginning the research was aimed at designing technology for workplaces
[16]. Work practices and professional use was as such a natural focal point due to the
fact that the computer had not yet reached the private sphere to the extent it has today
[17]. Moreover, since many systems today are developed for very large user
populations (even in some workplace settings), it is hard, not to say sometimes
impossible, to involve all users or even to find suitable user representatives, or create
fictive users [18, 19]. To then create a useful set of fictive users or a useful number of
representative users, we will have to extract a very large number of heterogeneous
characteristics from a very small number of generalized characteristics. Such an
extraction, resting on what is considered as important characteristics in the specific
situation, might run the risk of losing what really matters during the process because
the information is mistakenly perceived as beyond the scope. As Mackay [19] touches
upon (which is an interesting distinction related to user participation in IS design); are
everybody‟s insights equally welcome or are there preconceived ideas about what
kind of user should be given opportunity to formulate requirements, and who decides
who should be listened to? Summing up, existing methodologies and techniques face
new challenges and might need adjustment to be developed further in consistency
with societal changes.
What is maybe even more interesting is though that the notion of a participating
user as such is seldom questioned. As Sanders and Stappers state; “It is interesting to
note that participation in the design process, as it is practiced today, is focused more
on the exploration and identification of presumably positive future opportunities than
it is on the identification and amelioration of adverse consequences” [14 p.8].

3 Participation as a Symbolic Political Construct
There are some interesting voices raised addressing the perceived shift in several
policy settings towards emphasizing „users‟ as an increasingly vital actor, Shove and
Rip [20] being one of the most interesting ones. Even though the context of their
argumentation is research policy and the considerable emphasis on users as important
in order to determine relevance and suitable funding projects, the logic is applicable
to participatory eGovernment development policy as well, especially from two points
of view; the „taken for grantedness‟ and the ignorance regarding the details and
performance of the inner logic. Or, as Shove and Rip [34] put it, there is an “overreliance on an embodied notion of use and uncritical acceptance of associated
pathways of influence” [20 p.175]. This strongly relates to what is stated in the
European eGovernment Action Plan 2011-2015 [1]; the strong need for citizen
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participation in the development of e-services at the same time as “the majority of EU
citizens are reluctant to use them [e-services]” [1 p.3]. Shove and Rip raise important
questions such as; what is the nature of this relationship and what constitutes
participation, who qualifies as a user and what is their role in the process are raised,
and argue that there are relatively little systemic discussions of who users are, what
they do, how they interact and what it means [20].
They continue by stressing the symbolic function of the notion of the participating
user and reflect on the extent to which these rhetorical interpretations mesh with
practice; it dominates the rhetoric but not always the reality. As such they do not exist
a priori but needs to be defined and constructed, and their characteristics heavily
depend upon the purposes they are supposed to fulfil (such as for example legitimate
particular practices) [20]. Such a point of departure is very rewarding and creates
opportunities to reflect upon the symbolic quality of the notion of a participating
citizen as well. Show and Rip conclude by stating that the concept of the user is a
device for invoking potential value; if the user exists and he or she wants and uses
what we produce it is proven to be essentially good. As such it is upheld by both sides
(even if there might be hidden reluctance on the side asked to produce the user driven
artifacts) in case of a strong political demand. However, in the real world (opposed to
the symbolic constructs) the notion of the participating user creates some
complexities. First the good users (the influential, interested, involved and powerful)
are in absolute minority leaving it to be hard work for practitioners to actually find
them. Secondly, it is easy to go astray and create mythical users, created for rhetorical
purposes, and risking to lose track of the real ones. Giving that, proposals may go
forward and priorities may be adjusted, to the needs of the mythical user. Thirdly,
being a user is not a stable position and efforts to embody the process of use are easily
misguided.
Applying their analysis on the notion of a participating citizen in the development
of public e-services creates equally interesting thoughts; who qualifies as a citizen,
how are we to find among them the citizen interested in participating, if we find
someone qualified and interested how are we supposed to interact with them, what is
the nature of our interaction, how do we constitute what is labelled as participation or
not. Fischer [21] raises these questions in a governmental setting by addressing the
cultural politics of discursive space in participatory governance, concerned with the
degree to which citizens are able to participate meaningfully and the implications for
the nature of professional or expert practices. Even if it is not that easy to parallel
governance with the design and development of public e-services the question of how
participation should be done remains in both cases. In line with Cornwall [22] Fischer
then argues, that participatory governance readjust the boundaries between the state
and the citizens with the establishment of new places were the participants can engage
each other in new ways. From a governance perspective this readjustment of
boundaries then asks for a clear understanding and clear rules asking questions such
as; “Are the rules governing who gets to speak fair and equally distributed? Is the
discussion open? Is the deliberative agenda transparent to all participants, or are
particular elements hidden and secretive? To what degree are all participants
represented?” [21 p.22]. In governance literature participation is thus not thought of
as an easy task and Fischer conclude that: citizen participation, in short, is a
complicated and uncertain business that needs to be carefully thought out in advance

[21]. To be aware of the complexity and to deal with it carefully is central, again
stressing issues of representation, the discursive space (who gets to speak and who
gets to decide etc.) and the hard task of finding the interested citizens is a reoccurring
theme.

4 Conceptual Disentanglement as a Methodology
As indicated from the discussion on the notion of citizen driven development above, it
is far from consistent or finally defined. The use of wording differs (participation,
cooperation, involvement, empowerment, collaboration etc.) and so does also the
expected value (enhanced and deepened democracy, improved administrative
efficiency, and better services etc.). This gives that the notion is hard to grasp, and in
line with what several other studies have shown, in strong need of clarification [23].
Not in order to end up with a final and generic definition to be used in every specific
context but rather as a critical exploration on how this fuzziness works and extends
and some of its consequences, especially to practitioners in public administration.
On a general level the design of the study rests upon the interpretative tradition in
IS research (24, 25, 26) focusing on the complexity of human sensemaking.
Complexity in terms of acknowledging conflicting interpretations among stakeholders
[see e.g. 26] but also the need of being sensitive to rich, in-depth and idiographic
meanings that the participants assign to them. The intent is to increase the
understanding of the interpretation process in its natural setting [25]. The ambition is
therefore not to gain repeatability or generalisations in a positivistic sense, the value
of the results is rather judged in terms of the extent to which it allows others to
understand the phenomenon [24].
Second, which is closely related to the above, the study is not guided by any
propositions in terms of Cavaye [27] but is strictly explorative and aims at conceptual
disentanglement for a richer understanding of the interpretation process. The
anticipation is therefore not to create answers to a set of questions but to analyse the
phenomenon in its context which might then be used to inform other settings [28, 29,
30, 31]. As such, the aim is to identify the concept‟s extension in a specific setting
[32]. The notion of citizen driven development is seen as “sufficient information
about a hypothetical scenario” and the subjects (respondents) are seen as in a position
to identify the extension of the concept [32]. The disentanglement of the concept then
proceeds in part through consideration of a concept‟s extension within hypothetical
scenarios, noting regularities that emerge and reveal that certain features of the world
are highly relevant to determining the extension of the concept and, that other features
are irrelevant [32]. According to Chalmers and Jackson,“[w]hat emerges as a result of
this process may or may not be an explicit definition, but it will at least give useful
information about the features in virtue of which a concept applies to the world” [32].
This means that the empirical material is treated as „displays of perceptions‟ [33] or
manifestations and not valued in terms of true or false representations, allowing the
explorative nature at the same time as linking the assigned perceptions to the structure
of the overarching notion of citizen driven development.
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Third, the empirical material is gathered through loosely structured interviews and
focus groups in a Swedish public authority setting (hence called the SPA). The chosen
authority is greatly involved with the asked for national transformation in public
sector towards e-governments (both as a member of the national delegation and as the
responsible public authority for development initiatives). The SPA is also part of the
group of authorities developing the flagship of co-operation, an e-service directed
towards the process of business establishment and supporting their administration,
were several public authorities have been working together (trying to cope with
stovepipes and cultural differences).
We started with initial interviews (4 interviews) with what was considered keyactors from different positions and these respondents were chosen by the executive
group and director-general. They were so to speak our guides into the administrative
business. These guiding interviews were analysed and we came back to the authority
with a request of doing complementary focus group interviews with three distinctive
groups; the IT-experts, the business experts and a group consisting of people with
experience from a specific development project (in this case the co-operative flagship
since it was mentioned a lot in the initial interviews). We chose the grouping but the
SPA chose the specific participants:
Table 1. The focus group interviews
Focus groups
Group A
Group B
Group C

Number of
persons
The “IT-group” (holding positions as IT- 3
experts)
The “Business development group” 7
(holding
positions
as
business
development experts)
The “Development project group” 5
(holding positions as heavily involved in
a specific development project, besides
their regular positions)

The semi-structured interview guide for both the initial key guiding actor
interviews and the focus group interviews had five themes each holding several sub
questions; (i) the source of the notion, (ii) the definition of ‘citizen’ from the SPA
perspective, (iii) the definition of ‘public e-service’ from the SPAs perspective and
(iv) the definition of ‘citizens driven development’ from the SPAs perspective and
finally, (v) the expectations linked to the notion of citizen driven development of
public e-services. These interviews were carried out through October-December 2010
and the results were presented to the executive group and director-general in January
2011 and a workshop was held in March 2011 with significant representatives from
four different sections at the SPA (the head of the register department, the head of the
project office, part of the project team of the flagship project towards business
establishment, head of usability issues). Some of the reflections from the presentation
and the workshop will also be commented on in the analysis.

4 Results and analysis
The extension of the notion of citizen driven development of public e-services turned
out to be complex from several points of view in the SPA. What surfaced quite early
in the gathering of empirical data was that the concept „citizen‟ was hard to define for
the respondents. Of course they knew the official definition but it did not suite their
processes, they altered between citizens, businesses, clients and customer and when
asked they could not really choose one over the other. They wanted to use all of them
and claimed that they needed to refer to a precise context in order to be more specific,
but still they were a bit insecure about what was actually referred to. The citizen
concept was as such indistinct and multi-facetted and we, as interviewers, had to
repeat the whole pile of “citizen/business/client/customer” wording throughout the
interviews. As such, channel strategies were brought to the fore, the respondents
touched upon the fact that they had different strategies to communicate with the
“citizen/business/client/customer”. They also discussed that sometimes it was just one
“citizen/business/client/customer” giving them input on a service performance and
how should they then estimate the value of that single input in relation to the total
users of their services.
Moreover, how this „citizen driven development‟ should be performed were
described as rather unsystematic. The respondents did not know of an official strategy
or process description. On specific levels they knew of some strategies developed to
deal with citizen/business/client/customer input, but they could not derive them to the
overarching idea of citizen driven development. Furthermore, the methods of citizen
driven development were not that clear or manifested but more in terms of „incoming
viewpoints on existing services‟. There were not many examples of innovative
development co-operations with “citizens/business/client/customers”, mainly because
they thought it to be difficult and they did not really know how to deal with that kind
of input. This invoked discussions on a need to distinguish between improvements of
existing services and completely new development, innovation from scratch demands
other processes, competencies and channel strategies and also touched upon complex
issues of rules and regulations.
Regarding the source of the notion of citizen driven development of public eservices, the respondents referred back to „some official document‟ but could not
point to a specific document. The reason for pursuing a citizen driven development of
e-services were though often referred to as that of a „customer focus‟; we (the SPA)
exist for the customers so they should have a saying. So the reason for the SPA was
that of being customer-oriented. However, most of them could not really explain the
actual driving forces even though they thought it to be important. Of course, it was
rewarding with input in order to develop the SPA further but they did not really link
that to their individual work processes.
Taken together, the disentanglement of the notion of citizens driven development
of public e-services, first in terms of separating the different parts of the concept
(citizen, driven, development, e-services) and then in terms of the extension of the
parts displayed several interesting gaps (se figure 2 below):
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Fig. 2. The extensions of the notion of citizen driven development of e-services

One interpretation of the above is that of the difficult task for practitioners of
deciding on who to listen to and how. If the citizens should be the driving force of
part of the development of public e-services how should then the practitioners decide
in between the widely dispersed input they get? Should they just count how many has
put that exact request forward? And if too few, not consider the input at all? Or the
opposite, very many, import and execute the input irrespective of the content? And
what is more, should the process of taking input into consideration be the same
between proposals for improvement of existing services as proposals for a completely
new one?

Fig. 3. Processes and method for handling input

The results and the figure (figure 3) above were presented to parts of the executive
group and director-general in January 2011 and a workshop was held in March 2011
with significant representatives from four different sections at the SPA (the head of

the register department, the head of the project office, part of the project team of the
flagship project towards business establishment, head of usability issues). Especially
the workshop amplified several reflections from the interviews; the difficulties in
estimating the value of the diverse forms of input and the lack of the big picture of
how the SPA could turn their logic into being more citizen driven in their
development processes. The workshop participants stated that the estimation of the
value of different forms of input was very dependent on who made the estimation.
How the input travelled in the SPA, where it was filtered and by whom. In worst case
scenario a really valuable input could actually end up in the garbage can if it got in the
hands of the “wrong person”. “Wrong” in this respect was versatile, it could mean
lack of competence but it could also refer to a situation in the SPA were the person
had been going through so many changes lately that he or she could not really absorb
yet another suggestion for changes. Moreover, they also touched upon the hard task of
estimating how many “citizens/businesses/clients/customers” were needed in order to
say that the input they got were to be considered as representative. Even if
constructed, the selection process in gathering of input from the
“citizen/business/client/customer” was hard and they had trouble in getting in touch
with representatives that would participate in the design process.
More so, the process of value estimation of input was often based on how the input
could create value for the SPA. If it only created value for the
“citizen/business/client/customer”, and not the SPA, it would hardly survive the
selection process. There were some exceptions where they could focus on customer
value only, but most often the estimation were done with a SPA focus in mind. The
perfect match was then when the input and asked for development created value for
the customer and the SPA at the same time, these situations were talked about as winwin situations. In these discussions they also reflected upon that importance of the
business ratios, if they were directed mainly toward internal efficiency, other
initiatives were down-sized in competition for development resources.
The SPA is in this respect not unique. On a specific level related to more
distinctive activities there exists knowledge on how to deal with input (both in respect
to traditional customer service and design techniques to develop IT-based services).
But the notion of „citizen driven development of public e-services‟ forms a whole that
transgress many of these known processes and methods. It transforms the relation
between “citizen/business/client/customer” and the public authority and it is supposed
to influence and reshape the public sector profoundly. The question however remains
on how this should be done in a holistic manner and the systematics of the
combination of all these different methods, processes and techniques were absent.

6 Conclusions: The complex chore of estimation
This paper started out with the aim of taking a closer look on how the notion of
citizen driven development of public e-services is performed; the conceptual
extensions and locally situated manifestations. In line with Sanders and Stappers [14]
the hypothetical contribution being that of identification and amelioration of adverse
consequences, and not only exploring and identifying presumably positive future
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opportunities. The chosen methodology of conceptual disentanglement (as in
identifying extensions of the concept, noting regularities and reveal relevant features)
drew attention to two central themes; representativeness and estimation and they, in
different ways, surfaced throughout the study. The picture evolving is that of an
overreliance and an uncritical acceptance of the notion of citizen driven development
of public e-services that fails the practitioners. The results highlights Shove & Rip‟s
[20] statement that there is a need for systemic discussions of who users are, what
they do, how to interact with them and especially what it means (expectations and the
possibilities to live up to them), in order to deconstruct the taken for grantedness of
the notion of user involvement and deal with the ignorance regarding the details and
performance. It is evident that this leaves the practitioners to solve a number of
dilemmas and the symbolic function of citizen driven development add to the
confusion and hides the need of support for their practical performance. They are in
urgent need of critical analyses of how this notion should be performed, presenting
guidance through the forest of eye-catching rhetoric. In this study three important
knowledge areas evolved; the need to more professional methods in choosing who
should be acting as filter in order to avoid personal dependence, the need to see the
existing methods and techniques in a more holistic process perspective in relation to
the goals of the authority, and finally, how to weight the value of the input (value for
citizens and/or value for the authority (in this case the SPA).
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